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The South Carolina Modelers Association (SCMA) was established in August 1994 to enable it’s members a 

means to share ideas, learn new techniques, and enjoy the fellowship of those who share the same enthusiasm 

for model building. The SCMA has chapters in Spartanburg, Greenville, Augusta, Columbia, Charleston and 

most recently Elgin. Each year, the chapters of the SCMA host model contests and shows. These contests 

and shows provide scale modelers a venue to display their work. Everything that goes into a contest falls on 

the chapter that is hosting it. Everything from securing the venue to cooking the hot dogs. 
 

 
 

 
 

The Charleston Chapter will be hosting its 24th Annual Fall Contest on July 27th 2024 at Trident Tech 

College at 700 Rivers Ave, North Charleston, SC 29406. To better enhance the contest experience for the 

modeler and provide a means for our community, businesses, and leaders to become involved, we are 

affording an opportunity to sponsor one or more of our 40 classes  of models. 

 
The cost to the sponsor $25.00 per class. Sponsor more than one class, the cost to the sponsor will be $25.00 

per class. A list of all of the classes is attached. You may choose to sponsor a specific class or classes. If you 

have no preference, a member of the Charleston Chapter contest committee will make the selection(s). In ap- 

appreciation for your sponsorship, you will receive: 

1) One free entry into the contest (you may enter any class) 

2) A placard on the table with the information that you have provided. 

3) Select a “Sponsor’s Choice” Award from the class(s) you sponsored. 

4) A framed picture of your “Sponsor’s Choice” winner with you, the model and the builder (the 

builder will also receive a framed picture and an award ribbon) 

 
 

We want to thank you in advance for your sponsorship. Should you have any questions, please feel free to 

contact any one of the SCMA members below. 
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DATE:   

NAME TO APPEAR ON PLACARD:   PHONE: 

ADDRESS:   CITY:   STATE:  ZIP:   

COMPANY / INDIVIDUAL NAME:   

 

 

 
SPONSORING CLASS (S):         

$25.00  more than one class $20.00 ea 

OPTIONAL SPONSORSHIP 

THEME AWARD - AUTMOTIVE - Street Freaks            $75.00 

THEME AWARD - MILITARY -  D-Day                     $75.00 
 

BEST IN SHOW  $100.00 
 

 

 

 

 

RECEIPT 

TO:  

Date:  

AMOUNT: _ 

FROM: Charleston Chapter - SCMA 

FOR: Model Show Sponsorship Charleston Chapter SCMA Representative 


